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Across

2. steady persistence in a course of 

action, a purpose, a state, etc., especially 

in spite of difficulties, obstacles, or 

discouragement

4. to influence by trickery, flattery, etc.; 

mislead; delude

5. capable of or susceptible to being 

wounded or hurt, as by a weapon

7. mild and refreshing; soft; soothing

10. to decrease in strength, intensity

11. incapable of being conquered, 

defeated, or subdued

15. not kind or merciful

17. freedom from narrow restrictions; 

freedom of action, opinion

18. an exact copy, as of a book, painting, 

or manuscript

20. to bring to a state of peace, quiet, 

ease, calm, or contentment; pacify; soothe

23. to rise above or go beyond; overpass; 

exceed

24. to form a circle about; encircle; 

surround

26. vigorously active and aggressive, 

especially in support of a cause

27. to inflict or execute

28. the act or practice of spying

29. independence or freedom, as of the 

will or one's actions

30. to begin; start

Down

1. to crowd around; crowd in upon; 

surround

3. destruction or desolation

6. keenly watchful to detect danger; 

wary

8. primitive; ancient; old

9. something that incites or tends to 

incite to action or greater effort, as a 

reward offered for increased productivity

12. not to be appeased, mollified, or 

pacified; inexorable

13. of vital or critical importance

14. something that is put forward to 

conceal a true purpose or object; an 

ostensible reason; excuse

16. something given or inflicted in such 

requital

19. dependent on circumstances beyond 

one's control; uncertain; unstable; insecure

21. to claim or assume the existence or 

truth of, especially as a basis for reasoning 

or arguing

22. not lasting, enduring, permanent, or 

eternal

25. rigorously binding or exacting; strict; 

severe


